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Abstract. This paper presents a specific contracting algorithm that
contributes to the process of distributed planning and resource allocation
in competitive, semi-trusted environments. The presented contraction algorithm is based on incrementally refined acquaintance models (IRAM)
of the actor that provide the right set of approximate knowledge needed
for appropriate task decomposition and delegation. This paper reports
on empirical evaluation of the IRAM algorithm deployment in consortia
formation domain.

1

Introduction

This work focuses on a technique for distributed consortium formation with
limited knowledge sharing. The consortia formation is based on a negotiation
between independent self-interested providers. The providers can offer several
services and the goal is to find the best suitable composition of providers to
cover required set of services.
The targeted domain organizes multi-party interaction in the environments
that are:
− non-centralized and with flat organizational structure [R1] – the existence
of a central coordination is minimal and the information about the skills of
actors, resource availability, knowledge and goals is distributed,
− multi-party involvement [R2] – the final project cannot be implemented
in isolation by a single actor, consortium composition can be initiated by
several actors simultaneously,
− provides partial knowledge sharing [R3] – the actors in the environment
are motivated to keep a substantial part of their private planning knowledge
and resource availability information undisclosed.
Due to the presented requirements, the consortia cannot be evaluated centrally and the service allocation to the individual providers has to be negotiated.
The goal is to minimize the interactions with the providers to the necessary minimum to reduce their private knowledge disclosure and simultaneously ensure the
quality of the solution. To fulfill those demands we have designed presented algorithm and acquaintance model representation and provide experimental evaluation.
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This algorithm contributes to the process of distributed planning and resource allocation in competitive, semi-trusted environments. The presented algorithm is based on incrementally refined acquaintance models (IRAM) – the
model that the actor is maintaining about potential collaborators [1].

2

Problem Statement

The consortium composition can be represented as distributed state-space search
through all the potential consortia in the environment with limited information
sharing. Let us denote R as a requester agent, At as a set of services that R
requests to fulfill the task t. Furthermore we have agent Pj , as a provider agent
offering a certain set of services Amax
, where j ∈ {1 . . . n} and
j
Fj (Aj ) : {Aj ⊂ Amax
}
j

(1)

is pricing function for agent Pj to provide set of services Aj . When asked agent
Pj sends back just the price value.
The problem is then to acquire the optimal price
c(At ) = min

n
X
j=1

Fj (Aj )

{Aj ⊂ Amax
;
j

[

Aj = At }

(2)

j∈{1...n}

In this paper we then focus to find optimal vector of sets (A1 , . . . , An ) as a
decomposition of task t, where the overall
S price c(At ) is minimal. Set of all
vectors that satisfies task the condition j∈{1...n} Aj = At will be referenced as
a Deal Space - DSt .
In our model we have made several assumptions:
− Fixed price – the price of a particular subset of services is fixed during
algorithm run.
− Tasks are independent – a provider is capable of delivering same services
during all negotiation even if he was contracted for some services in the
previous tasks.
− Non-increasing partial price – a provider constructs a Fj (Aj ) as aggregated price from prices for individual services that are hidden to the
requester. We assume the individual services price to be non-increasing in
reference to increasing |Aj |.

3

IRAM-based Consortium Formation

We have designed a straightforward decomposition mechanism that finds the
optimal decomposition given the right objective function and a complete information about provider’s resource availabilities. The decomposition algorithm
is polynomial and easy to construct (see [2]). Its behavior, however, worsens
strongly with lower quality of information about the provider’s prices stored
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in the requestors’ acquaintance models (containing a subset of the deal space).
The most efficient approach in fully cooperative communities would be if the requestor queries all the providers and reconstructs the deal space for all services
provided by all actors prior to computing the optimal a contract.
As this is not possible in the environment compliant with the requirements
R1 and R3, the requestor needs to approximate such knowledge with only partially available information. We are proposing incrementally refined acquaintance
model (IRAM) algorithm for handling partial knowledge sharing and private
knowledge disclosure [1].
This approach has been evaluated and compared with the another method
of provider prices estimation - the well-known Chebyschev Polynomials approximation method.
3.1

Acquaintance Model

The acquaintance model can have a number of forms [3], [4]. In this particular
application the acquaintance model is understood as function that predicts actor
responses to a particular call-for-proposals (CFP) type of message. We represent
the acquaintance model (am) as a mapping from a set of P(Amax
) possible subj
sets asked from the provider Pj to a 1 dimensional real-value space representing
cost C.
Fjam :P(Amax
)→C
j

(3)

Let us discuss several properties of an acquaintance model. The fixed point
is such a mapping among the actor, single service and a particular cost that is
based on exact information acquired from the communication with the specific
actor. In a fixed point asσx
Fjam (asσx ) = fj (sx , |Aj |, pcj ) where |Aj | = σ

(4)

where fj (sx , |Aj |, pcj ) represents the price contribution of presence of service
sx in Aj to the total price of the entire set Fj (Aj ).
Provided that the fixed points of the acquaintance model are collected in a
set ∆(Fjam ), we define the size of the acquaintance model δ(Fjam ) the amount
of the fixed points in the acquaintance model as follows:
δ(Fjam ) = |∆(Fjam )|.

(5)

Various approximation functions have been used in the acquaintance models,
e.g. [2]. In our model we have selected the pairwise constant approximation. The
unknown price of service sy in subset with size |Aj |, equals to the closest bigger
known fixed point in means of the size of the containing subset|A0j | : sy ∈ A0j
Fj (sy , |Aj |, pcj ) = Fj (sy , |A0j |, pcj ) if |Aj | 0 |A0j |,
provided that the symbol 0 represent the smallest bigger value.

(6)
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The error of the acquaintance model - (Fjam ) - represents how well does
the acquaintance model capture real capability of the providers. Error of the
acquaintance model is a dual quantity to the quality of the acquaintance model.
There can be a number of ways how the error can be related to the quality. We
only require that with a monotonic increase of quality the error decreases and
vice versa.
We represent the error of the acquaintance model as a sum of the differences
between the real costs and the information on costs provided by the acquaintance
model.
(Fjam ) =

X

|Fpam (Ap,j ) − fp (Ap,j , pcj )|

(7)

p,j

the index p goes through all possible subsets of Aj , and j goes through all partners.
As said before, the reason why we use the acquaintance models for contracting is that we are motivated by minimizing the unwanted knowledge disclosure
during interaction (requirement R3). Each interaction represents disclosure of
private information. By CFP the actors disclose their inability to perform a task
as well as their intention to do so. By a response to CFP the agents disclose
information about availability of particular resources. It is evident that with
rising δ(Fjam ), the acquaintance model is more exact and thus provides better
information (i.e. lower (Fjam )). Better acquaintance model managed to reduce
communication (and thus private knowledge disclosure) during the negotiation
between the actors. However, bigger δ(Fjam ) (and thus smaller (Fjam )) required
substantial interaction during the acquaintance model construction phase where
lots of unwanted information may have been disclosed.
The IRAM algorithm is balancing the size and the quality of the acquaintance models. In order to evaluate performance of the IRAM algorithm we have
developed a reference algorithm that is working with a similar acquaintance
model, constructed prior negotiation. Both algorithms are based on distributed
state-space search using negotiation between actors. As a negotiation protocol,
we use the competitive contract-net protocol [5], but any protocol that enables
iterative contract negotiation can be used.
3.2

IRAM Algorithm

The run of this algorithm for one particular task t is started with the initiation
phase. All providers are contacted for every single service and for maximal subset
of services from task t. The IRAM model am is constructed using the closest
bigger known fix-point approximation (see eq. 6). The model is represented by
sets of prices for specific service and pricing function settings (see eq. 1). The
price is set blank when is not known, and thus is calculated from other fixed
points. The algorithm constructs the Deal Space and evaluates it with the prices
from Fjam . The cheapest consortium Consbest is selected and the providers are
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Fig. 1. IRAM model(labeled with triangles) for one service according to sx , fixed points
in 1,8,17. Approximated function is labeled by diamonds

requested for appropriate services. Offered prices are then integrated into the
IRAM model. The deal space is then reevaluated and the cheapest consortium
is selected. If the new consortium is composed from fixed points (represents real
price of the consortium – no price approximation)
, this we understand as optimum. Request for this consortium will lead to
the exact same information and due to eq. 6 the algorithm has converge to the
optimum. The phases of IRAM can be seen below.
Initialization It is necessary to know at least two fixed points of acquaintance
model for specific service from each provider, for proper functionality of IRAM
algorithm. So if the algorithm have not these from previous contracts, it obtains
them in the first iteration. Due to this fact the amount of communication is
considerably higher regarding to following iterations. Preferably we choose the
single service data and maximum provider coverage data (Amax
). Single service
j
provides us data needed for proportional price reconstruction necessary due to
aggregated price. And the max coverage data gives us the lowest possible prices
from provider needed for approximation.
Iteration phases The iteration phases represent processes that follow each
other in further negotiation stage.
−
−
−
−
−

Contacting the best known consortium given by acquaintance model
Updating IRAM model by the received responses
Reevaluating the acquaintance model
Sorting the deal space by total consortium price
Termination condition evaluation

Termination condition The algorithm is iterating (contacting and updating
model) till the best evaluated consortium consists of fixed points only (e.g. no
part of consortium has estimated evaluation)
The steps of IRAM algorithm can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. IRAM algorithm steps

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Construct deal space DSt .
Send CFP(si ) for all si ∈ t to all providers P .
Update am according to received responses.
Send CFP(Amax
) to all providers P .
p
Update am according to received set of responses Ap .
Select Consbest
S from DSt evaluated by am.
If Consbest ⊂ j∈P (∆Fjam ) then terminate algorithm.
S
Send CFP(Ap,j ), where j=1...n Ap,j = Consbest to providers 1 . . . n.
Goto 5.

3.3

Properties of IRAM

The presented IRAM algorithm is sound and complete. The proof of completeness of the algorithm is made through conversion of whole idea to A∗ algorithm [6], where the nodes of searched space are individual consortia from DS,
and edges represent inclusion (or exclusion) of one provider to a consortium.
This representation corresponds to Coalition Structure graph [7].
The heuristics of A∗ is then based on acquaintance model approximation, all
of the nodes are priced particularly by real prices (fixed-points) and by computed prices given by acquaintance model. The price of the consortium Cons is
represented by
c(Cons) = g(Cons) + h(Cons),
where g(Cons) =

X

Aj ⊂∆(Fjam )

and h(Cons) =

X

(Fjam (Aj )) =

Fj (Aj ),

Aj ⊂∆(Fjam )

X

F am (Aj ).

(8)

Aj ⊂P(Amax
)/P(∆(Fjam ))
j

The g(Cons) represents price of the of subsets from Cons that is known from
previous negotiations (the fixed-points) and h(Cons) is the unknown price of the
subsets from Cons estimated by acquaintance model.
The non-increasing individual pricing function assumption causes
sx ∈ Aj,1 ; sy ∈ Aj,2 ; sy = sx ; |Aj,1 | ≤ |Aj,2 |
⇒ fj (sx , |Aj,1 |, pcj ) ≥ fj (sy , |Aj,2 |, pcj )

(9)

According to eq. 6 and
9 the h(Cons) is always equal or lower then the real price of this subset,
so h(Cons) ≤ h∗ (Cons) and the eq. 8 is admissible heuristics of A∗ algorithm.
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Since the IRAM is based on exploration of the best candidates evaluated by eq. 8
the algorithm provides the features of A∗ algorithm [6].
3.4

Reference Algorithm

The presented approach has been empirically validated by comparison with the
state-of-the-art algorithm with behavior similar to IRAM algorithm. Generally
the IRAM method is used to approximate unknown pricing functions of partners and determine the direction of future negotiation. For the benchmarks purposes we have implemented a reference algorithm based on deployment of known
Chebyshev polynomials [8], previously used for modeling of sellers production
pricing function.
The Chebyshev polynomials exactly Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
are defined as
Tn (x) = cos n arccos x
(10)
Due to its orthogonality with respect to the weight w(x) = (1 − x2 )−1/2 in
the interval [-1,1] are widely used for approximation, in most cases they are more
effective than Taylor’s. The Chebyshev polynomial state can be represented by
the recursion formula: Tn+1 = 2xTn (x)−Tn−1 (x), where T0 = 1; T1 = x. Further
information can be obtained in [9].
The approximation itself is made through computing weights (ck ). They represent the contribution of every Chebyshev polynomial to the resulting function.
The complete approximation formula is
f (x) ≈

N
−1
X
k=0

1
ck Tk (x) − c0
2

(11)

The defining weights are reconstructed from approximated known points
(xk , f (xk )), k = 1..M with formula
cj =

M
2 X
f (xk )Tj (xk )
M

(12)

k=1

The values of xk should be mapped to [−1, 1].
3.5

Implementation

As mentioned above, searched approximation method was selected according to
initial environmental conditions similar or equal to IRAM’s. In case of Chebyshev
polynomials the conditions matched exactly. The implementation of the IRAM
algorithm was just slightly modified in the field of approximation and all the
other interfaces (like communication, consortium construction and evaluation)
were left untouched. For a proper explanation of its deployment, let us explain
the adaptation of Chebyshev polynomials to the environment. The first two
samples (fixed points), needed in general for every approximation, are gathered
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from the initiation phase of negotiation (same as IRAM). The deal space is then
evaluated from Chebyshev approximation of the pricing functions. The final
condition is also same as in IRAM. If the same solution is evaluated as the best
in two following iterations it is returned as result.
As mentioned previously, the only alteration (from the IRAM algorithm) in
the optimal consortium search was the approximation process. Just like in IRAM
there is a pricing function model for every particular service from every provider,
this model consists of set of weights (eq. 11), the number of weights depends on
the number of Chebyshev polynomials used. The number is also correlated with
approximation quality (will be further described). The origin of the polynomials
is the same for all approximations thus is stored as a constant. The exploiting
of the incoming information takes place during the weight computation, which
is performed as a result of collecting each new price information.

4

Experiments

The key contribution of the presented paper is in empirical evaluation of the
presented algorithm. We will be analyzing the behavior of IRAM in relation to
the reference algorithm presented above.
For presenting the contribution of IRAM we construct a market model that
contains a set of four providers P , one simple requester that requests providers for
set of 17 tasks S = t1 . . . t17 using IRAM and reference algorithm for comparison.
In our experiments we randomly generated 4 providers, where everyone of
them was capable of delivering 14 services from total 18 services, this setting
was chosen due to computation requirements. The max size of acquaintance
model is δmax (Fjam ) = 65532 possible proposals i.e. fixed points, and average deal
space size in one task is h|DSt |i = 8777. The individual pricing functions were
randomly generated as follows. We generate uniform distribution set of prices
U P = (bp1 . . . bps ) in defined range (200, 600) for base price bp of every service
from U . Then we create one random value in range dj ∈ (0.6, 1) for particular
provider pj that represent the discount in price according to the number of total
services asked |Aj |. From discount is then computed margin value mj
mj = 1 + 0.05 ∗ ((1 − dj )/0.8) ∗ ((1 − dj )/0.8 + 1)/2.

(13)

The price fi,j of single service si is then derived from base price bpi and total
service asked |Aj | as follows.
fj (si ) = mj bpi d|Aj |−1 + 0.5mj bpi

(14)

Then the pricing function corresponds to eq. 1 Every provider then responds
only with this price when is asked for some services.
4.1

Quality of a model

As shown in [8], the quality of a approximation rises with the number of polynomials used. It can be shown that for a approximation of a polynomial function
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of a certain degree d the number of Chebyshev polynomials needed for exact approximation is also d. However in our case the pricing functions (eq. 1) are little
bit different to be specified exactly like a polynomial. Therefore we run quality
tests to find the right Chebyshev polynomial count. The results are shown in
figure 4.1.

Fig. 3. Chebyshev approximation performance with different polynomial count

The scenario of the test is performed by 6 partners with 17 services each from
34 possible services. They are gradually asked for 20 tasks composed of 9 services.
The pricing functions specifications are the same as usual.The size of the deal
space is then according to the setting 19683. There is a set of tests on the same
setting just with different count of Chebyshev polynomials used. Measured variables was failure count (finding the wrong optimum), failure percentage, average
relative failure height (to the price of optimum) and computational time (on the
same hardware setting in ms). The table shows us that the approximation has
interesting numbers in one polynomial case, which represents the linear approximation with one straight line. The other results worsens with rising polynomial
number until the peak at 11 polynomial for failure count and 5 for average relative failure height. The computational time is rising due to computing of higher
and higher powers. By the polynomial count of 23 we can se ideal approximation
of our pricing functions represented by 0 failures. So this setting we can use as
a proper benchmark for IRAM in this particular environment.
4.2

Benchmarking IRAM vs. Chebyshev

Finally we can unveil the key comparison of Chebyshev method and IRAM. For
the first set of tests we simply use the setting described in previous section in order to illustrate major differences. The measured variables are average Iteration
count, sum of asked proposals and sum of asked services. The Table 4.2 providing
measured variables with IRAM’s results in the last column, clearly shows that
with the same level of quality (zero failures) the shared information (gathered
and paid) from partners is 50 % bigger in negotiation than using Chebyshev
approximation. To be equal in information requirements we have to accept 85 %
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chance to have 5 % failure with Chebyshev of the order 11. Just for clear comparison of the average computational time for one IRAM negotiation was 859,8
ms comparing to 13235,65 ms of Chebyshev of the order 23. The time results
have just relative information value because the implementation of Chebyshev
polynomial computation can be slightly upgraded, which is not the key object
of this paper. For the next experiments we will use the Chebyshev polynomial of
the order 11 and Chebyshev polynomial of the order 23 for benchmarking with
IRAM’s results.

Fig. 4. IRAM vs. Chebyshev comparison

Another key comparison which can be shown on multiple task solving scenarios, is the progress of the harvested data utilization. Due to incrementally
better and larger model sizes we can obtain the solution with lower negotiation
requirements . Results of this experiments are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.2. In
the first one there is the number of fixed points requested from the partners in
every negotiation. This value has the meaning of shared information among the
partners. We can see a notable computational overhead needed for Chebyshev
of the order of 23 in the beginning of the negotiations. This trend then gets
significantly better than IRAM numbers with increasing number of task solved.
This is caused by bigger (thus better) Chebyshev of the order 23 model. The
Chebyshev of the order 11 has almost the same data. It was chosen because of
its equal data requirements as IRAM. On this particular data we can see progressive IRAM’s character in the single task formation problem, i.e. the model is
build from scratch. In the first step of the graph IRAM outperforms Chebyshev
by 50 %. In unknown environments or in highly dynamic cases this capability become very useful. In the second figure we shown the sizes of each model
(see eq. 5) and how this size continually grows with the number of negotiations.
Again, we can see the overhead needed by Chebyshev of the order 23. It comes
with the robustness of 23 Chebyshev polynomials and its requirements for initial data to construct the proper approximation. Trends for all of the algorithms
are almost the same. With an increasing number of negotiations they tend to
converge to certain bound where the models have mapped all interesting areas
of partner’s pricing functions. In those regions IRAM shows significantly lower
need for collected information to provide the best solution.
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As we can see, the deployment of IRAM algorithm in this type of domains
brings significant improvement in performance, not just in information sharing
field but with its simple implementation even in computational requirements.
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Fig. 5. IRAM vs. Chebyshev 11 and Chebyshev 23 asked fixed points in particular
negotiations

5

Conclusion

The paper also presents a specific algorithm for distributed task delegation and
resource allocation in semi-trusted multi-actor communities - the Incrementally
Refined Acquaintance Model (IRAM). This algorithm is based on incrementally
maintained social knowledge of the service requestor about the service providers.
The novelty of the presented approach is in the fact that social knowledge is
used even if very imprecise and it is gradually refined by means of unsuccessful
attempts to contract.
The presented IRAM algorithm allows consortia composition with respect
to defined requirements, mainly non-centralized approach and minimization of
private knowledge disclosure. In environments with a certain degree of dynamics, IRAM’s decent information requirement in initiative phase of building the
model brings it a significant benefit in comparison with classical approximation
approaches (Chebyshev). It can be outperformed in longer sets of negotiations
due to more voluminous models representing the opponents.
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Fig. 6. IRAM vs. Chebyshev 11 and Chebyshev 23 in size of the models

High dynamics of the environment causes devaluation of acquaintance model
and it can lead to incorrect solution. In such dynamic environment, the IRAM
algorithm has to start building the model from scratch for every new task. In one
deal scenario, the presented IRAM algorithm still provides quick convergence to
the optimum with low communication and thus low private knowledge disclosure.
Another option is limit the validity of the information obtained and reconstruct
part of the model only.
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